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 Chapter 12 - Rank 1 

In fact, the bosses of the major trade unions are so desperate on the first day of the New District that 

their purpose is to level up. Every strong union is not simply built directly with money, but needs to 

use one by one honor Let the players agree, so that you can recruit top players, otherwise the union 

will become a mercenary organization, and you can run without money. 

The external liaison officers of the major guilds began to use various relationships to find Lu Yang. 

Unfortunately, everyone could not find any information about Lu Yang, and Lu Yang himself closed 

the application of the friend. No one can add him as a friend. He Nor do they accept any private 

chats. In this way, everyone will be completely helpless. 

On the concave mountain top, Lu Yang is still fighting monsters. At the 4th level, Lu Yang added all 

the points to his intelligence. His intelligence has reached 34 points, plus 10 points of demon heart 

intelligence and 5 of crispy electric eel meat. Point intelligence, 2 points intelligence of the hexagonal 

ring, Lu Yang’s intelligence has reached 51 points, 

Now adding 10 points of intelligence from the Burner’s Staff, Lu Yang’s total intelligence has reached 

61, which translates to 61 damage, plus 5 points of Spell Damage from the Hex Ring and additional 

bonus from the Burner’s Staff. With 24 additional spell damage, Lu Yang’s total damage has actually 

reached horrible 90 points. The arsonist’s staff also has a 12-point critical strike chance, which is 

2.3% when converted to a percentage at this level. 



Now if Lu Yang kills the bison again, each fireball can deal more than 120 damage. A bison only has 

580 points of blood. In other words, it only takes 5 fireballs to kill a bison, which is twice as fast as 

before. . 

Throw a fireball at will, and there was a fireball that hit half of the buffalo’s blood directly by hitting a 

crit. This cheerful feeling made Lu Yang so explosive. 

Just as Lu Yang was about to continue his upgrade, suddenly, Lu Yang couldn’t help closing his 

eyes as a violent white light stimulated him in the middle of the valley. 

At the same time as Bai Guang appeared, an angry, low-pitched cry came from the center of the 

valley. Lu Yang forced his eyes to sting and looked into the valley. A snow-white 8-level bison head 

emerged from the white light. At the same time, the bison The leader looked at Lu Yang in anger, 

and the ox hoof continued to plan on the grass. 

Lu Yang really couldn’t believe that he was so lucky. Not only did he encounter the golden baby 

dragon in this concave map, but also encountered the bison boss refresh. No wonder the player in 

the last life was able to enter the game 3 days later than others and catch up with the first The 

echelon, and it became stronger and stronger, this is really a good place. 

The explosion rate in “Second World” is so low that there are only two ways to get equipment, either 

to enter the instance to get low-attribute equipment, or to kill wild bosses. 

However, every wild boss has a strong attack power, a lot of health, and a strong defense, especially 

the boss of the Buffalo King. In later generations, the Buffalo King is recognized as one of the most 

difficult bosses to kill in the early stage. 

According to information from later generations, the base attack power of the bison boss is 106-150, 

and comes with three special attacks, including bloodthirsty charge, bison trample, and bison flick. 



Bloodthirsty Charge: Physical damage, increase physical attack power by 32 points, and charge the 

enemy at high speed. 

Bison Stomp: Magical damage, increased magic damage by 10 points, and stuns enemy units within 

5 yards for two seconds. 

Bison tail flick: Bison turns and kicks his hind legs to cause physical damage to the target, increasing 

physical attack power by 60 points, with a knockback effect. 

Not to mention the attack of these three skills, the base attack power of the Bison King alone is more 

than that of Lu Yang. Just one click, and Lu Yang will be returned to Novice Village by the Bison 

King for free. 

If it was on flat ground, Lu Yang would not dare to provoke him, but now Lu Yang is on bu *. Looking 

at the big buffalo boss, Lu Yang grinned and fired fireball. 

The health of the Bison boss is 8000. A fireball from Lu Yang deals 129 damage to the Bison boss. 

The bison boss was hurt, and he rushed towards the landing sun with a loud cry. However, like other 

bison bosses, he could not rush into the steep **** of 30 meters at all. . 

After playing for more than three minutes, when the Bison leader had less than 5,000 blood left, Lu 

Yang was tragedy-less again. 

Helplessly shrugged his shoulders, Lu Yang could only rely on the buff of the crispy electric eel meat 

to return to the blue buff at 8: 00/5 seconds to kill the bison. 

Two hours later, the bison boss screamed and was killed by Lu Yang on the ground, watching four 

things that burst out. After Lu Yang cleared the mobs, he quickly jumped off the cliff and picked it up. 

Concentrator Staff (Silver) 



Attack 2-6 

Constitution +1 

Intelligence +2 

Spell Damage +14 

Increases spell recovery speed by 5 

Xinshoucun’s top wand in the healing profession, did not expect to burst out here. 

Hex Ring (Black Iron Grade) 

Spell Damage 2-5 

Intelligence +2 

Equipment level 3 

Lu Yang equipped the ring to his body. In this way, Luyang Village’s best mage ring was obtained by 

Lu Yang. Before level 10, Lu Yang did not need to worry about the ring. 

Horn Horn Dagger (Black Iron Grade) 

Attack 5-8 

Dexterity +1 

Constitution +1 

Equipment level 3 



Equipment belonging to thieves, novice weapons only hurt 1-2, Lu Yang believes that this weapon 

will be rushed by many people. 

“flicker” 

Type: Space Magic (shared by three mages) 

Cost: 20 mana 

Cast time: Instant (8 second cooldown) 

Distance: 20 yards 

Description: Open the space ~ www.mtlnovel.com ~ Teleport to the designated location instantly 

(can be used when stunned). 

Looking at this skill book, Lu Yang was stunned. Originally, Lu Yang thought that the bison boss 

would burst out of one of the two skills of the soldier’s “Barbarian Crash” or “War Stomp.” These two 

skills are the most important for soldiers. This skill is the main attack method for soldiers to kill in the 

early stage. It can be sold at auction for a good price, about 10 silver coins. 

However, I did not expect the “Blink” to burst out. This book is the most important skill for mages, 

especially fire. 

As a purely exporting profession, there was very little life-saving skills in the early stages of the fire 

method. Therefore, the skill of “flashing” was the main means of escape in the early stage of the fire 

method. This book is more valuable in the market and rarely sold in the early stage. The price was 

ridiculously high in the later period. A book required 2 gold coins. I couldn’t think of getting it here. 

After learning “Blink” quickly, a light blue space ball appeared in Lu Yang’s skill bar. 



Now that the Bison boss is refreshed, other bosses in Giant Town should also be refreshed 

simultaneously. Lu Yang glanced at the players on the ranking list. The second to fifth players are 

tied for level 3. If there is no accident, tomorrow ’s At this time, these players will reach level 5. 

 


